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U.S. carriers have spent billions of dollars 
building out their networks, and as such ap-
preciate any cost advantage they can gain 
from new technologies. DAS deployments 
recently have become one of the tools carri-
ers have started turning to in their attempts 
to deepen their coverage without breaking 
the bank.

Initially, carriers turned to DAS networks 
to enhance their in-building coverage in 
places where their regular macro cell sites 
had trouble penetrating walls or onto cam-
pus locations. These types of DAS networks 
typically have been deployed in convention 
centers or airports where they are used reg-
ularly by a large number of people trying to 
connect to a wireless network.

DAS networks gain traction  
as buildout moves indoors 
and to urban, suburban areas
W ireless carriers are deploying more Distributed Antenna Sys-

tem networks as they increase coverage and capacity in urban 
corridors and along suburban communities, where next-generation 
network technology rollouts are occurring and where community 
planners are more amenable to the concealed networks, which pass-
ersby typically don’t notice. 
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A DAS network concealed 
at the Resort at Pelican Hill 
in Newport Beach, Calif.



But, more recently carriers have begun 
to turn to outdoor DAS solutions that have 
been developed by a number of firms that 
allow carriers to bolster their network cov-
erage in areas that may be harder to locate 
a traditional cell site or if a carrier is looking 
for quicker deployment.

Background
In the 1990s carriers would locate towers 

at the highest vantage point to broadcast an 
RF signal. But with digital technology roll-
outs, carriers had to site antennas at lower 
heights and get the antennas closer to the 
end user, said Mike Young, director, national 
sales, with Crown Castle. Carriers building 
out next-generation networks often needed 
to increase capacity and coverage as end us-
ers started to use their wireless devices as 
much to consume data content as they do 
to make voice calls. Furthermore, today’s 
wireless networks need to be able to handle 
more traffic and broader coverage indoors, 
as people begin to use their devices at home 
and in the office — and the mall, the air-
port, the convention center — as much as 
they do outdoors. The networking world of 
tomorrow could include femtocells, repeat-
ers and more DAS deployments to expand 
coverage in areas where traditional cellular 
towers have not been easy to site, either for 
financial or political reasons.

The traditional site deployment method 
has been, and continues to be, installing 
macro base stations that provide broad 
swaths of coverage using very high pow-
ered, and hopefully, high-placed antennas. 
These sorts of deployments, depending 
on spectrum being used and topography, 
can typically provide coverage over several 
square miles. However, in some areas the 
downside to such systems is that increased 
network use or a challenging topography 
often requires carriers to deploy a large 
number of large sites for adequate coverage 
and capacity.

Advantages of DAS
This is where a DAS deployment comes 

into play. These systems typically allow car-
riers to fill in coverage holes or provide ad-
ditional capacity without the challenges of 

installing a new macro site. This model was 
succinctly described by Ed Chao, SVP cor-
porate engineering and network operations 
for MetroPCS Communications Inc., who 
equated network coverage to a chocolate 
chip cookie, with macro sites providing the 
coverage for the whole cookie, while DAS 
nodes can be used where the chocolate 
chips bolster coverage within the cookie 
coverage zone.

DAS networks are looked upon favorably 
by some municipalities because they are 
perceived as more aesthetically pleasing 
wireless solutions, said Pedro Miraz, direc-
tor of DAS Development and Implementa-
tion at Crown Castle. 

“We use DAS at locations where we want 
to enhance our coverage, but can’t with a 
regular cell site due to zoning or other is-
sues,” noted Thomas Pica, spokesman for 
Verizon Wireless. “We generally look to 
DAS at places like a stadium or an arena or 
an airport. Places where there is typically a 
large concentration of people. We don’t use 

AnAlyStS in generAl hAve tAken a low-
key approach to outdoor DAS prognostications, 
instead focusing their efforts on indoor deploy-
ments that have garnered more attention. But, 
whether they are talking about indoor or outdoor 
DAS, most see strong growth in the segment. 

Joe Madden, principal analyst at Mobile ex-
perts l.l.C., recently unveiled a report on the out-
door DAS market (available at mobile-experts.
net) noting strong growth over the past several 
years, from just a few hundred nodes deployed in 

2006 to nearly 20,000 
nodes that have now 
been deployed. Mad-
den added that he ex-
pects the outdoor DAS 
equipment market to 
grow by 29% this year.

Madden said that 
growth is coming from 
carriers looking for a 
quicker time-to-mar-
ket solution that will 
enhance and expand 
coverage for fast-

growing mobile services.
“the primary reason carriers have deployed 

DAS is to get something out onto the market 
quickly,” said Madden. “A lot of these carriers 
have deployed outdoor DAS where they want to 
launch in a city, but look at the timeline for zon-
ing or at lease opportunities on current towers 
and see it will take three or four years to get a 
traditional macro solution deployed. DAS short-
circuits this delay.”

Madden added that an outdoor DAS deploy-
ment can save carriers anywhere from nine to 18 
months in deployment time compared to a con-
ventional macro cell site deployment.

“it’s just a much quicker process,” Madden 
added.

Also helping the growth of outdoor DAS is how 
effective those solutions are in solving in-build-
ing coverage, which Madden said is an often 
misrepresented reason for deploying outdoor 
DAS solutions.

“they are mounted outdoors, but are not 
necessarily made to be used outdoors,” Mad-
den said. “they are designed to penetrate into 

MetroPCS  

Communications Inc.’s 

Ed Chao equated  

network coverage to a 

chocolate chip cookie, 

with macro sites pro-

viding the coverage for 

the whole cookie, while 

DAS nodes can be used 

where the chocolate 

chips bolster coverage 

within the cookie  

coverage zone.

See DAS on page 4
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it by and large to enhance capacity or cover-
age of the macro network.”

David Cutrer, CEO of NextG Networks, 
said DAS “surgically solves the problem” of 
coverage and capacity concerns for carriers 
as end users consume more mobile content. 
NextG said it recently completed the con-

struction of its 5,000th DAS node.
As a general rule, DAS can go 10 miles in 

any direction from the hub as long as fiber 
can be installed at the location. DAS net-
works use a hub and spoke configuration to 
achieve that 10 mile radius. DAS networks 
require a location to house the carrier 
equipment and/or neutral-host equipment 

but this location does not have to be on 
premises; it can be miles away, said Crown 
Castle’s Young. Sometimes carriers have 
even located the network in a hotel room 
or on a rooftop if there is no place nearby 
to house the equipment. “You can get very 
creative,” Young added. 

Indoor DAS 
Indoor DAS networks offload traffic from 

the macro site, which allows the macro 
network to operate more efficiently, said 
Young, who started working on indoor DAS 
projects in the early 2000s. Indoor solutions 
can be hidden and concealed in a variety 
of ways that are often oblivious to the end 
user, who only knows that their cellphone 
connections are being made. High-traffic ar-
eas like casinos, airports, malls and conven-
tion centers often use DAS solutions to pen-
etrate these concrete-and-steel buildings. 
Engineers design the indoor DAS signal so 
that the device finds the DAS network first, 
Young explained, so the outside traffic on 
the macro site is not impacted by the higher 
traffic indoors. 

Outdoor DAS
College and office campuses, as well as 

amusement parks and outside sports venues 
increasingly are installing DAS networks to 
bring better coverage for people who work 
or visit those outside locations, Young said, 
especially as more people connect to the 
wireless network with smartphones. 

Fiber can be run overhead or under-
ground depending on whether there is ex-
isting fiber cable in the ground. Overhead, 
DAS providers prefer to have the box blend 
into the environment, and often locate the 
boxes that house the remote radio head on 
utility poles.

College campuses want a cost-effective 
wireless system and often start with a cou-
ple of well-placed towers on their proper-
ties, but increasingly are finding they need 
to work with various carriers to fill in cov-
erage as students use mobile devices as a 
primary way to communicate both outdoors 
on campus and in the dorms. However, a 
lot of universities have to balance coverage 
concerns with aesthetics so a tower is not 

DAS from page 3
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These illustrations show how a neutral-host DAS network connects to the macro cellular 
system. 
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an option, Young said. 
“Universities are an important vertical 

market for integrators like us because the 
university can’t manage seven different car-
riers so they’ll select a tower company to fill 
that role,” said NextG’s Cutrer.

While indoor DAS solutions and outdoor 
DAS solutions traditionally have been con-
sidered separate systems, Cutrer said lines 
between the two will start to blur, especially 
in instances like a college campus deploy-
ment, where coverage is needed outside 
and inside. 

Carriers’ point of view
A number of other large operators also 

deploy DAS networks to help fill in cover-
age or for venues that see a regular gather-
ing of a large number of people that require 
something more permanent than a portable 
cellular tower or COW, but might be an area 
where zoning issues could make a macro 
cell site difficult to implement. 

For smaller operators, like MetroPCS 
and Leap Wireless International Inc., DAS 
deployments have become 
central to their rapid deploy-
ment plans. Both operators 
target their no-contract prepaid 
offering towards high-density 
urban areas where often it can 
be tricky to locate a large base 
station. 

“We think DAS deployments 
are an integral part of how we 
deliver coverage in a time-ef-
fective manner,” explained 
Justin Colwell, director of RF 
engineering at Leap. 

Both operators also noted 
that their experience has shown 
DAS deployments are up to the 
task of supporting a highly con-
centrated customer base apt to 
take advantage of unlimited 
calling and data plans.

“We have not had to go be-
yond one carrier with our DAS 
deployments, where with a reg-
ular cell site we would probably 
need four or five carriers for 
the same capacity,” Chao said.

Shared strategy vs. Go it alone 
If a wireless carrier needs better cover-

age at a popular casino with a lot of foot traf-
fic, the company may decide to build its own 
DAS network. But if the area sees less foot 
traffic — say a museum that counts 1 mil-
lion visitors per year vs. 40 million — the 
carrier may want to collocate on a DAS net-
work using a neutral host. “If you get four 
carriers on the system it’s easier to have a 
neutral-host system that is equally assess-
able to all carriers,” Young said. The carri-
ers share the network and a company like 
Crown Castle does all of the maintenance 
so the only thing a carrier has to worry 
about it its own base station terminal. The 
advantages of this are little capital outlay or 
maintenance required, and the landlord is 
pleased because construction is only done 
once. 

“The price has to be tolerable to the carri-
er. They have to make sure the solution is in 
an area where they will get a return on their 
investment,” said Crown Castle’s Miraz. 

buildings or into basement locations that are 
hard to reach with the location of traditional cell 
sites. they tend to spread the signal in a way 
where the signal-to-noise ratio is good in a lot 
of directions.”

Madden also noted that companies dealing 
in DAS infrastructure typically work with either 
a carrier directly or with that carrier’s preferred 
infrastructure provider, a model DAS companies 
have had to adapt to.

“DAS providers were initially hoping to de-
ploy networks on sort of a wholesale model 
where they would then resell access to wireless 
carriers with a neutral hosting node,” Madden 
explained. “But they quickly realized that carri-
ers like to own their own infrastructure and now 
most deployments are done in partnership with 
specific carriers. They have had better luck in 
other countries with a hosted model where car-
riers are more comfortable with sharing infra-
structure.”

While DAS deployments appear to solve a 
number of issues carriers run into when building 
out their networks, analysts note costs remain a 
sticking point for many.

“Without a doubt outdoor DAS solutions are 
more expensive to deploy than a traditional roll-
out,” Madden said. “if a carrier is looking at op-
tion A being a DAS deployment or option B being 
something like a remote antenna or traditional 
cell site, option A is going to cost more. But, the 
time-to-market advantage also needs to be fac-
tored into the equation.”

Most of that additional cost is attributed to the 
fiber that is needed to be run to the DAS nodes, 
which, when compared to the amount of fiber 
needed for traditional network deployments, 
adds significantly to the costs.

Another issue is that DAS deployments typi-
cally add another vendor into the network equa-
tion, which can complicate the buildout process, 
Madden said.

In-building DAS 
in-building DAS solutions are also expected to 

see rapid growth in the coming years. in a 2008 
research report, “in-Building Wireless: Con-
necting networks and Services,” ABi research 

See GROWTH on page 7
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Cost concerns
The cost issue can be a tricky one for 

DAS, as in general a DAS deployment can 
cost more for the same coverage that is 
available from a macro site, but according to 
some carriers other factors need to be taken 
into account when figuring out total costs. 
MetroPCS’ Chao said the carrier has been 
able to use a quicker-to-market strategy af-
forded by DAS in deploying coverage that 
has allowed the carrier to recoup its invest-
ment in building out a network faster than 
had it waited to build out using traditional 
macro sites.

This sentiment was echoed by Leap, 
which noted the more focused coverage 
provided by a DAS deployment fit both its 
buildout plans as well as the usage pattern 
of its customers. 

“It’s not sustainable financially to keep 
building macro sites,” Colwell said. “You 
need to bring coverage to the customer. 
Whether that is using a remote radio head 
on the macro or a picocell, smaller cells are 
where the momentum lies.”

The capital required upfront may be more 
with a DAS solution, but if you look at the to-
tal cost of ownership, DAS can show savings 
over a traditional solution, NextG’s Cutrer 
contends, when viewing the combination of 
revenue and reduced backhaul costs with 
data growth. 

Creativity
DAS solution can be particularly creative 

as carriers try to blend into the surrounding 
scenery. 

For example, Crown Castle constructed a 
DAS network at the exclusive Resort at Peli-
can Hill, owned by the Irvine Company, lo-
cated in Newport Beach, Calif. The area has 
strict tower-siting rules and its owners have 
a reputation for strict attention to aesthetics 
when siting towers on its Southern Califor-
nia properties. The seaside resort features 
ocean views for overnight visitors as well 
as two 18-hole golf courses. Visitors to the 
resort are likely to want decent cellular 
coverage but don’t want to stare at a struc-
ture that would impede the landscape, Mi-
raz noted. Crown Castle used green stakes 

that looked like 
they were helping 
trees grow straight 
to house antennas 
at one node loca-
tion. A spire on one 
building was fiber-
glass as were grills 
on a faux chimney 
that was housing an 
antenna.

At a large amuse-
ment park in Cali-
fornia, the train 
station features an 
American flag with 
multitenant carri-
ers. Historic build-
ings are another 
challenge. At Colo-
nial Williamsburg 
a neutral host DAS 
solution was select-
ed as the historic 
aesthetic and expe-
rience was of para-
mount importance 
to the destination. 

At Northern Cali-
fornia University, DAS antennas in the foot-
ball stadium are hidden by the school logo 
banners. An antenna on the scoreboard was 
painted to blend in. “At sports venues today, 
everyone is wandering around with their de-
vices, texting and such,” Miraz said, so wire-
less coverage is a concern. 

DAS is support of 4G
Carriers are also looking at DAS de-

ployments for next-generation networks. 
Verizon Wireless, which is in the midst of 
building out its LTE network, said it will use 
DAS for that deployment when necessary, 
though the carrier’s spectrum position for 
its LTE plans could reduce the need.

“We will use DAS equipment for 4G as 
well,” Pica said. “But, because of the 700 
MHz spectrum that we are using for our 
LTE buildout, we have better in-building 
coverage and think that could take care of 
a lot of the coverage and capacity we will 
need.”

For MetroPCS, which is also planning to 
build out a next-generation network using 
LTE technology, DAS will be a vital part of 
those buildout plans.

“We will use LTE nodes on our network,” 
Chao said, adding that most of the equip-
ment the carrier has deployed to support its 
current CDMA network is forward compat-
ible with some upgrades for LTE.

Zoning issues
Traditionally, getting DAS sites through 

the zoning process has been easier than get-
ting traditional towers sited, but that assess-
ment is changing a bit, depending on who 
you ask. 

Zoning issues were one topic all carriers 
noted were more easily solved with DAS, 
which has become a more pressing issue as 
municipalities have increasingly made tradi-
tional cell site deployments more difficult.

“Because nodes are so low and low pow-
ered we are able to get a robust footprint 

DAS from page 5
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predicted in-building DAS deployment will 
grow at a compound annual growth rate of 28% 
through 2013. this expected growth was based 
on the increasing need for improved coverage in 
large buildings of around 500,000 square feet 
or less, and will likely be solved using either DAS 
or in combination with other solutions.

“Capacity is playing an increased role in the 
design of in-building wireless systems,” noted 
ABi research principal analyst Dan Shey, in the 
report. “As buildings get smaller, and with the 
presence of older passive systems, solutions 
will utilize a toolkit of options including repeat-
ers, femtocells, picocells, and passive and active 
DAS systems. interestingly, this solution com-
plexity will also create a very competitive sup-
plier environment.”

While ABi said the current economic down-
turn will slow in-building wireless deployments 
in north America and europe in the near term to 
flat, year-over-year growth, the firm expects a re-
turn to 20% to 25% annual growth by 2013. ABi 
added that due to high-growth rates in Asia-Pa-
cific, the Middle East and Africa, worldwide rev-
enue growth rates will be in excess of 21% over 
the same time frame.

ABi noted that the short-term slowdown in 
north America and europe will also result from 
a greater reliance on large buildings and the im-
pact of the economic downturn on the real estate 
market.

“in europe and north America there is a 
greater proportion of large building deploy-
ments (500k sq. ft. and higher) and when 
those get postponed or scrapped, revenue is 
hit hard,” explained ABi senior analyst Aditya 
kaul in a report last year entitled, “in-Building 
Wireless Systems.” “[north American] and eu-
ropean operators have also seen their capex be-
ing squeezed, which is not necessarily the case 
elsewhere. Also in APAC and Middle east/Africa 
cheaper passive systems and repeaters are de-
ployed to a greater extent.”

One market expected to take up some of that 
slack, at least in north America, is the healthcare 
industry, which ABi said has shown strong growth 
and increased emphasis on mobile technology in 
the space.

                        —Written by Dan Meyer

in place quickly and cost effectively,” ex-
plained MetroPCS’ Chao. “On a street level 
I would bet you would have a hard time 
finding them just walking down the street. 
They are fairly stealthy and just meld into 
the existing infrastructure.” 

Chao added that the carrier has been able 
to get to market much faster using DAS so-
lutions thanks to its partners, which in many 
cases have already established working rela-
tionships with local jurisdictions on legal is-
sues that typically tie-up traditional cell-site 
deployments.

“We can leverage a partner that can get 
the rights of ways on our behalf for both 
the node on poles and fiber backhaul to our 
DAS hotel,” Chao said, noting where a car-
rier will traditionally house the equipment 
needed to support multiple DAS antennas. 
“It avoids the need to build out a lot of new 
construction at the bottom of a building or at 
the bottom of a tower where there are space 
constraints. It allows us to get through zon-
ing a lot faster. There are not as many siting 
issues or a lot more cabling on public right 
of ways. 

“Some jurisdictions are tough no matter 
what you do, but normally we have not had 
much of an issue,” Chao added. “We rely on 
our partners to do all the work, the heavy 
lifting or work with the jurisdictions. We out-
source that to them as they have the exper-
tise in these areas. We don’t have to have a 
bunch of lawyers waiting around to fight the 

battles with jurisdictions.”
Indoor DAS solutions do not need zoning 

permits, but a petition before the Federal 
Communications Commission is asking that 
DAS network integrators get permission 
from the commercial carriers before build-
ing a DAS network. The FCC has yet to is-
sue a ruling on the matter. 

Working with a utility company should be 
easy with the carrier’s carrier model, but it 
doesn’t always work and delays can still hap-
pen. Getting wireless coverage to end users 
is not a priority for utility companies, and 
adding elements to their structures is seen 
as a nuisance to many of them, noted Crown 
Castle’s Miraz. 

“The trend continues to be unclear from 
a legal perspective related to zoning,” as 
different courts have ruled differently 
on whether municipalities can require  
separate zoning permits for DAS networks 
or whether they should be allowed under 
state law as a carrier’s carrier, said Douglas 
Dimitroff, partner and head of the telecom-
munications practice at law firm Phillips Ly-
tle L.L.P. Dimitroff also serves as head of the 
New York State Wireless Association. Some 
municipalities are ruling that a 10-node DAS 
system would need 10 different permits, he 
said. “There is a lack of clarity for industry 
and government.”

In some regions, a DAS network simply 
won’t work because of the topography or the 
sheer size of coverage needed, said Dimi-
troff. Adirondack State Park in New York 
covers 6 million acres, but the state agency 
seems to be favoring a DAS solution, which 
would be cost-prohibitive from the carri-
ers’ point of view. “There’s got to be middle 
ground.”

Dimitroff said some municipalities are 
beginning to understand that wireless is an 
important component of their community’s 
fabric and are becoming more progressive 
to finding the balance between preserving 
the beauty of an area and the need for cel-
lular coverage. Hilton Head S.C., is a great 
example of a situation where the local gov-
ernment and carriers and tower owners 
worked to find a solution that was amenable 
to everyone.

   —Written by Tracy Ford and Dan Meyer
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build out a lot of new 

construction at the  

bottom of a building or 

at the bottom of a tower 

where there are space 

constraints.  It allows  

us to get through  

zoning a lot faster.”


